 MONDAY DECEMBER 15
MALACHI 1:1-14
EVIDENCE OF LOVE: GOD'S FOR US AND OURS FOR GOD.
The book of Malachi belongs to the depressing years after the exile, described in the books of Ezra and Nehemiah. People found it difficult to comprehend or to accept what God was saying to them, and Malachi makes their questionings his starting-point.
Do you really love Israel (2)7 The evidence that God does Lk. 14:26     is his 'hatred' of Edom (compare the hatred Jesus speaks of - it means making one relationship in practice subordinate to another, no matter what the consequences). God's people are expected to find deep encouragement in the fact that wickedness really is going to be punished; oppressors will not be allowed to escape their punishment. This will prove that God really is Lord. He is not soft. Nor is he limited to the realm of his own people's life; he is Lord of the whole world (5).
Have we really failed to love you (6,7)? Malachi challenges his hearers about the real value of their offerings to God. One measure he suggests for testing it is whether those offerings would satisfy an earthly boss (8). Another is how they compare with the glorifying of God among the nations (11). That last reference is a puzzling one; it is difficult to be sure who Malachi is drawing a contrast with. Perhaps it is individual Gentiles such as Ruth who have come to believe in Israel's God; perhaps it is the worship of Jews in exile contrasted with that of Jews who had access to the Temple; perhaps it is the worship that the whole world is destined to offer the Lord at the End. Whichever is right, there is a painful contrast with the second-rate offerings of God's own people in God's own house.
How does this apply to what we give to God (time? money? prayer? caring for others? . ..) Does he get the best of each of these, or the leftovers, or something in between? What would Malachi then say to us? What are you going to do about it?
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TUESDAY DECEMBER 16
MALACHI 2:1-17
WHEN THE FABRIC OF SOCIETY CRUMBLES.
Life in society and life within the people of God depends on covenants between people - solemn commitments which someone makes, or which two parties make to each other. In three key areas of the nation's life people had reneged on their commitments: the words 'breaking faith' (10,11,14,15,16) occur as often as the word 'covenant' (4,5,8,10,14) in the chapter.
Mai. 1:6-14 Priests have failed to fulfil their calling (1-9). The focus now is not so much on sacrificial offerings but on the equally important teaching ministry of the priesthood. Indeed, this lay behind the offerings; it was the priests' job to help people to make the right offerings in the right way, as well as to help them order their everyday lives in accordance with God's revelation. At both points they were evidently failing. Those of us who have a teaching ministry within the people of God have to examine ourselves to see whether we have fulfilled the calling of verse 7.
People in general have also failed to keep faith in their
covenant relationship (10-12). Marrying the daughters of a foreign god may denote actual intermarriage with devotees of other faiths, or may be a metaphor for more
general involvement with other faiths. Either way, true loyalty to the Lord has been abandoned. (cf. 2 Cor 6:14-18)
Marriage is more certainly Malachi's third concern (13-16). There is no passage of scripture where the Lord repudiates marital unfaithfulness and the seeking of divorce more strongly than is the case here. And it is no coincidence that it comes in the context of the affirmation of those other covenants. The loving, faithful commitment of God and his people, God and his individual servants, and husband and wife are designed to mirror and thus to support each other; when one is endangered, all three are; when one is broken, all are weakened. (cf. Eph. 5:31-32.)
 WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 17
MALACHI 3:1-15
TWO CHALLENGES AS WE LOOK FORWARD TO CHRISTMAS.
Two questions which are always of concern to God's people are dealt with here. The first relates to the way God is involved in the world: does he really act so as to bring justice to the wicked and blessing to the obedient (2:17; 3:13-15)?
Mal. 1:2-5   We have noted already that scripture
encourages us to look forward to the Lord's judgement on the wicked. Here we are warned of the dangers of ceasing to look for that judgement. 'Where is the God of justice?' can become a disillusioned lament. Those who look for
Jn. 3:19-21   that judgement are likely to be prepared for its coming. For when we have stopped expecting that judgement, we are likely to have stopped worrying about God's evaluation of our own lives. But even for those who say they wish the Lord would come to bring judgement, the actual arrival of the herald who proclaims that the Lord himself is about to appear, and the subsequent arrival of the Lord himself, may not be the 'comfortable' good news they have taken for granted (1-5). The expectation that the Lord will come brings security, but no complacency. The assurance of the Lord's final deliverance sets us free to live courageously and obediently.
So here is a message for us as we look forward both to recalling the Lord's first coming, heralded by John the
Baptizer (Lk. 1:17,76), and to seeing his second coming. Malachi warns us, too, that the day of the Lord's coming will be painful and costly for us if we have really ceased to live by the conviction that God is Lord and is involved in our world (2:17), or if our worship is second-rate (3:3), or if we are      implicated in injustice and wrongdoing (3:5) (cf. Lk. 2:34). Christmas is an invitation to self-examination and to renewed faith, renewed worship, and renewed commitment to God's rule in the world.
The question Malachi handles in verses 6-12 concerns money. As we find ourselves caught up in the expenditures of Christmas, there is surely another challenge here.
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THURSDAY DECEMBER 18
MALACHI 3:16-18; 4:1-6
LIVING BY THE LAW AND THE PROPHETS.
The last three verses of Malachi close off the Law and the Prophets as a whole, and remind us of central aspects of the thrust of the Hebrew scriptures. The law shows Israel the way God expects her to follow, on the basis of God's covenant with her; she is to remember (i.e. keep) that law. The prophets remind her of God's word when she is inclined to forget it, lest for her disobedience she should be subjected to the same destruction she was told to impose on Canaan in its wickedness. (The 'curse' in verse 6 is the 'ban of utter destruction' [RSV margin] placed on Canaan by Joshua.)
The Law and the Prophets are represented by Moses and Mk. 9:4       Elijah, who talk with Jesus on the Mount of
Transfiguration. They recognise him as the one who Mt. 5:17      completes their ministry. Jesus affirms the justice of the laws' demands, embodies their concerns in his own life, builds on their teaching with teaching of his own which goes deeper than theirs, and gives his life and rises to Rom. 8:4     new life in the Spirit so that the just requirement of the law can be met in the lives of those who belong to him. He confirms the promises and the warnings of the prophets, fulfilling some, guaranteeing that others will Mk. 9:12,13 yet be fulfilled.
Jesus comes to a people living by the Law and the
Lk 1	Prophets, shaping their worship and their everyday life
by God's word, and looking for the fulfilment of God's promise of salvation from their enemies and forgiveness of their sins. Those who fear the Lord are still talking to one another, the Lord is still listening and heeding, the book of remembrance is still open before him. Even now he is making up his treasured possession, sparing the poor in spirit, scattering the proud and mighty, turning the fathers' hearts to their children, shining in justice and healing, freeing the prisoner to leap with joy. It is this commitment and this expectation that he invites us to bring to Christmas.
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